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Introduction:
Steep
declines in
in corporate
corporate revenue
revenue have
have shareholders
shareholdersand
andCFO’s
CFO’s knocking
knocking at
Steep declines
at the
the doors
doors
of their
reductions in
in legal budgets.
budgets. Despite
their company’s
company’s general
general counsel demanding drastic reductions
Despite the
decline
with
decline in
in revenue,
revenue, litigation
litigationhas
hasnot
notseen
seen aa similar
similar recession.
recession. Fees
Fees and
and costs
costs associated
associated with
major and
and systemic
systemic litigation
litigationcontinue
continuetotogrow,
grow,and
andso
sodo
dothe
thepressures
pressures on
on in-house
in-house counsel
counsel to
manage
and
contain
these
expenses.
Faced
with
mandatory
35%
reductions
in
legal
manage and contain these expenses. Faced with mandatory 35% reductions in legal budgets,
budgets,
counsel continue
continue to
to search
searchfor
for ways
waysto
to accomplish
accomplish those
thosereductions
reductionswhile
while still
still meeting
general counsel
meeting
the challenges
challenges of
of successfully
successfully handling
handling big
big stakes
stakeslitigation.
litigation.
Ensuring
some reasonable
reasonablerelation
relation to
to the
the inherent
inherent risks
risks
Ensuring that
that legal
legal fees
fees and
and costs
costs bear
bear some
and
litigation
objectives
of
the
company
is
among
the
more
difficult
tasks
which
now
confront
and litigation objectives of the
among the more difficult tasks which
counsel. In
been aa major
major factor,
factor, many clients
general counsel.
In the
the past,
past, when
when cost
cost may
may not
not have
have been
retain “blue
“blue chip”
chip” law
continued to retain
law firms
firmsand
and allow
allowtheir
theirretained
retained counsel
counsel to employ “scorched
earth”
unturned.
earth” tactics
tactics and
and leave
leave no
no stone
stone unturned.
Today,
litigation costs
Today, legal
legal fee
fee expense
expense and
and associated
associated litigation
costs are
are aa paramount
paramount issue
issue and
and
containment
of
those
litigation
expenses
requires
a
strategic,
focused
and
disciplined
effort.
containment of those litigation expenses requires a strategic, focused and disciplined effort.
Becauseof
of this,
this, many
many of
of the
the mega
megalaw
law firms,
firms, whose
whose hourly
hourly rates
rates and
andlitigation
litigation staffing
Because
staffing practices
practices
have not
not been
been cost-efficient,
cost-efficient, are
are seeing
seeingnew
newlitigation
litigation assignments
go
to
medium-sized
law
firms
assignments go to medium-sized law firms
and trial-focused
trial-focused litigation
litigation practices
whose hourly rates and
practices are
are better tailored to the economic
demands
in
the
current
financial
pinch.
demands in the current financial

A
A recent
recent article in
in the
the National
National Law
Law Journal
Journal corroborates
corroborates this. ItIt indicates
indicates that many
general counsel
counsel have
have reported
reported that
that their
their legal
being constrained
general
legal budgets
budgets are
are being
constrained and
and they
they have
have to
to be
be
more judicious about which law
law firms
firmsthey
theychose.
chose. Partners
Partners at
at big
big law
law firms,
firms,eager
eager to
to hang
hang on to
cash-strappedclients
clientsand
andattract
attractmore
moreclients
clientsininthis
thisbelt-tightening
belt-tightening environment, are
are jumping
jumping to
cash-strapped
smaller firms where they can
can lower
lower their billing
billing rates
and
encounter
fewer
conflicts
of
rates
encounter fewer conflicts
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interest.
[SeeBig-Firm
Big-Firm Partners
Partners Finding
Finding More Work At Smaller
Smaller Firms,
Firms, Lynne
Lynne Marik,
Marik, National
interest. [See
Law Journal, March 18, 2009].
Medium
“trial” lawyers
Medium sized
sized law
law firms,
firms, with
withseasoned
seasoned “trial”
lawyersare
areseeing
seeing aa revival
revival as
as they
realize
cost advantage
advantageover
overlarger
larger rivals
rivals struggling
struggling in
realize aa cost
in the
the downturn
downturn to
topay
paythe
the higher
higherexpenses
expenses
of a big law
law firm.
firm.So
Sotoo,
too,litigation
litigationtactics
tacticsininthese
thesecases
cases are
are changing. “Scorched earth”
discovery
tactics often
often employed
firms, are
by focused
tactical
discovery and
and tactics
employed by
by the
the mega
mega firms,
are being
being replaced
replaced by
focused tactical
trial counsel
counsel know
know what evidence
evidence will
will be
surgical strikes of the mid-size firms
firms whose
whose seasoned
seasoned trial
be
needed
and
admissible
in
the
trial
of
the
case.
This
has
resulted
in
more
cost-effective
results
for
needed and admissible in the trial of the case. This has resulted in more cost-effective results for
corporate clients
clients in
in litigation.
litigation.
corporate
Focused
strategiesfor
forcost
costcontainment
containmentmay
mayalso
alsohave
haveits
itsinherent
inherentrisks.
risks. By
By focusing
Focused strategies
on certain
certain perceived
perceivedhigh-yield
high-yield litigation
litigation activities,
activities, other
other potentially
potentiallyproductive
productiveareas
areas of
litigation
can
be
ignored
or
inadequately
developed.
Tough
choices
have
tough
consequences
in
litigation can be ignored or inadequately developed. Tough choices have tough consequences in
difficult times.
difficult
times.This
Thisisisaareality
realitythat
thatmust
mustbe
beacknowledged
acknowledgedand
and embraced
embraced by both the client
client and
and
its retained counsel.
counsel. Success
in
managing
cost-effective
litigation
requires
good
communication,
Success in managing cost-effective litigation
discipline between
the litigation
litigation team.
collaboration and discipline
between the client and the
team.

Developing that communication,
communication, collaboration
collaboration and
and discipline
disciplineto
tomanage
manage cost effective
litigation
requires
that
the
client
and
the
trial
team
keep
their
eye
on
the
ball
and not lose sight of
litigation requires that the client and the trial team keep their eye
litigation objectives.
their established
established litigation
A
A few
few tips
tips may
maybe
be useful
useful to
to illustrate
illustratehow
howcorporate
corporatecounsel
counsel and
and the
the trial
trialteam
team can
can stay
stay
focused
and cost-effectively
cost-effectively manage
manageongoing
ongoinglitigation:
litigation:
focused and

·

Define Your Objectives Early And Often.

General counsel
counsel and
andthe
thecompany
companymust
mustclearly
clearlydefine
definetheir
their litigation
litigation objectives
objectives and
and
communicate
them
to
trial
counsel
at
the
outset
of
the
case.
Input
and
independent
evaluation
communicate them to trial counsel at the outset of the case. Input and independent evaluation
from trial
from
trialcounsel
counselisisessential
essential to
to help
help the
the client
clienttotore-shape
re-shape those
those objectives
objectives at
at the
the outset
outset of the
the
case.
It
is
important
that
the
objectives
are
detailed
and
that
there
is
a
common
understanding
case. It is important that the objectives are detailed and that there is a common understanding at
at
the
the outset.
outset.
Developments
during the
Developments during
the litigation
litigationfrequently
frequentlychange
changethe
thecourse
courseof
ofthe
thecase
case and
and require
require
a fresh
fresh re-evaluation
re-evaluation of
of the client’s objectives. Again,
these
should
be
re-evaluated
with
trial
Again, these
be re-evaluated with trial
common understanding of those
counsel and aa common
those re-defined objectives
objectives must
must be
be developed
developed and
and
communicated
if
there
is
a
change
in
the
course
of
the
case.
communicated if there is a change in the course of the case.

·

Select
Your Legal
Legal Team
TeamStarting
Starting With
With The
The Lead
LeadTrial
Trial Attorney.
Select Your

Select
“trial lawyers,”
Select “trial
lawyers,” not
not “litigators,”
“litigators,”totobe
beyour
yourlead
lead counsel.
counsel. Surprisingly
Surprisingly many
many
litigators
litigators from
from the
the larger
larger law
law firms
firmshave
have little
littleororno
noactual
actualtrial
trialexperience.
experience. They
They may
may have
have
extensive
experience
in
motion
practice,
summary
judgments,
depositions
and
complex
extensive experience in motion practice, summary judgments, depositions and complex
discovery, but haven’t
haven’t tried
tried aa sufficient
sufficientnumber
number of
ofcases
cases to develop the court room “street
ultimately will
smarts” to know what evidence ultimately
willbe
bemost
mostpersuasive
persuasive to the triers of fact. The goal
is to accomplish your litigation
objectives
as
directly
and
litigation objectives as directly andcost-effectively
cost-effectivelyasaspossible.
possible.Seasoned
Seasoned
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trial
traveled this
this road
road often
often tend
tendto
towaste
wastelittle
little time
time on
on irrelevant
irrelevant litigation
litigation
trial lawyers
lawyers who
who have traveled
activities.
In many firms,
until itit isis determined
casewill
will
firms, the
the trial
trial lawyer
lawyer isis not
not selected
selected until
determined that the case
ultimately go
to duplication
duplication of
of effort
ultimately
go to trial.
trial. This
This practice
practice is very inefficient
inefficientand
and costly
costly and
and leads
leads to
fees. Mapping
Mapping out strategy with
with aa seasoned
trial lawyer at
outset of
of the case
casewill
will
and fees.
seasoned trial
at the outset
eliminate
and wasteful
wasteful discovery
discovery and
and motion
motion practice.
eliminate unnecessary
unnecessary and
practice.

·

Build
Build aa Solid Trusting
Trusting Relationship
Relationship With
With Your
Your Trial
TrialCounsel
Counsel On
On The
The Basis Of
Candid, Direct
And
Honest
Communications.
Direct And Honest

At
working relationship
At its
its core,
core, aa good working
relationshipbetween
between counsel
counsel and client is built
built on
on honest,
honest,
direct,
and
candid
communications
that
are
free
from
distracting
baggage
such
as
overbearing
direct, and candid communications that are free from distracting baggage such as overbearing
egos, unexpressed
unexpressedexpectations
expectationsand
andhidden
hiddenagendas.
agendas.Check
Checkall
allegos
egosatatthe
thedoor.
door. Be
Be direct
direct and
egos,
and
candid with
with your
lawyers
on
all
issues,
including
the
economics
of
litigation,
and
expect
them
to
your lawyers on all issues, including the
litigation, and expect
candid with
with you.
be candid

·

Participate
Participate In
In Staffing
Staffing The
The Trial
TrialTeam
Team For
ForThe
The Case.
Case.

Make
Make certain
certain that
that your
your retained
retained law
law firm
firmhas
hasaastreamlined
streamlinedlegal
legalteam
team selected
selected to
to meet
meet
needsof
of your
your case,
case,but
butwithout
withoutoverstaffing.
overstaffing. Participate in those
staffing decisions
decisions with
with your
the needs
those staffing
trial
qualifications of
trial counsel.
counsel. Pay attention to the qualifications
of the
the mid-level
mid-leveland
andjunior
juniorassociates
associates on the
litigation team.
litigation
team. Insist
Insistthat
thatyou
yoube
beconsulted
consultedand
andhave
have the
the opportunity
opportunityto
toexpress
express approval before
any
new
members
are
added
to
the
legal
team.
any new members are added to the legal team.

Make
tasks are
arebeing
beingdelegated
delegatedtotothe
theappropriate
appropriatelevels
levelswithin
withinthe
thelitigation
litigation
Make sure
sure that tasks
team.
For
example,
associates
should
be
performing
basic
legal
research,
not
partners.
difficult
team. For example, associates should be performing basic legal research, not partners. InIndifficult
larger firms
firms frequently push work that should be
be performed
performed by
by mid-level
mid-level or
economic times, larger
junior
associates
up
to
senior
partners
who
bill
this
work
at
much
higher
hourly
rates.
While it
junior associates up to senior partners who bill this work at much higher hourly rates. While
serve to
to provide
provide work
work for otherwise idle
clients’
may serve
idle partners, it is directly
directly adverse
adverse to the clients’
economic
interests.
economic interests.

·

Use Clear, Concise And
And Easily
Easily Applied Billing
Billing And
And Litigation
LitigationManagement
Management
Guidelines.

Put into place clear,
clear, concise
conciseand
anddirect
directbilling
billing guidelines that
that govern
govern your
your lawyers’
lawyers’
billing
billingpractices.
practices. Insist
Insistthat
thatyour
yourtrial
trialcounsel
counseland
andevery
everymember
memberof
ofhis
hisor
orher
herteam
team read
read them
them and
and
sign an
an acknowledgment
acknowledgment that
thatthey
theywill
will abide
abide by
by them.
them. Discuss
Discussopenly
openlyand
anddirectly
directlybilling
billing
inflationary practices
case.Block
Block billing,
billing, vague
inflationary
practices that
that you
you want
want to
to eliminate
eliminate at
at the
the outset of the case.
vague
billing
descriptions
and
excessive
internal
conferencing
are
practices
which
are
recognized
to
billing descriptions and excessive internal conferencing are practices which are recognized to
[SeeCalifornia
California State
StateBar
BarArbitration
Arbitration Advisory
Advisory Opinion (03-01) which
inflate legal fees.
fees. [See
concluded
that
block
billing
“may
increase
time
by
10%
to 30%.”]
30%.”] Many old billing
concluded that block billing “may
by 10% to
billinghabits
habits are
are
break. Don’t
Don’t let your
hard to break.
your lawyers
lawyers pay
pay mere
mere lip
lip service
service to efforts
efforts to
to eliminate
eliminate these
these
Discuss these
theseup
upfront
front with
with your counsel,
an early
early and
and detailed
detailed review
review of
of their
practices. Discuss
counsel, conduct an
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invoices and get
get their
their genuine
genuine participation
participation in eliminating
and training
training their
eliminatingthese
these practices and
associateson
onproper
properbilling
billing practices.
associates
practices.

·

Retain And Involve Consulting Experts Early
Early In
InThe
The Case.
Case.

Early consultation with
and strategic
strategic litigation
litigation
with key
key experts
experts will
willgreatly
greatlyassist
assist aa focused and
strategy. An
the course
courseof
of the
thelitigation
litigation dramatically. Early
strategy.
An expert’s
expert’s opinion
opinionmay
may change
change the
consultation with
with key experts
expertswill
will assist
assisttrial
triallawyers
lawyersininprioritizing
prioritizing key
key litigation
litigation activities
consultation
which may
until the
which
may yield
yield more
more productive
productiveresults.
results. Too
Too often
oftenkey
keyexperts
experts are
are not consulted until
the end
end
of
the
case
after
much
unnecessary
discovery
and
motion
practice
has
resulted
in
an
unnecessary
of the case after much unnecessary discovery and motion practice has resulted in an unnecessary
expenditure of
of legal
legal fees.
fees. Use
Use experts
experts early to help
help you
you focus
focus on
on essential
essential facts
facts which
which need
need to
to be
be
developed
at
the
outset.
developed at the outset.

·

Develop A Clear, Concise
And Jury-Friendly
Jury-Friendly Theory
In the
the Early
Early
Concise And
Theory Of
Of The
The Case
Case In
Stages.
Stages.

Seasoned
trial lawyers
lawyers know
know that
that this
this is
is an
an approach
approachwhich
whichwill
will require the trial team to
Seasoned trial
stay focused
focused and
andon
onpoint
pointthroughout
throughoutthe
thelitigation.
litigation. Counsel
should
ensure
thatall
all litigation
litigation
Counsel
ensure that
activities of
focused and
andfurther
further develop
developfacts
factsto
tosupport
supportthis
thistheory.
theory. As
activities
of his
his or
or her
her team
team are focused
circumstances change,
change,the
thetrial
trial theory
theory may
may need
needto
to be
bemodified
modified and
and some
some planned
plannedlitigation
litigation
circumstances
activities which
no
longer
fit
into
the
trial
plan
should
be
abandoned.
which no longer fit into the trial plan should be abandoned.

·

Insist On Professional Communications With Opposing Counsel.

Confident trial
in wasteful “personality”
“personality” contests
with opposing
trial counsel
counsel don’t
don’t engage
engage in
contests with
opposing
counsel
which can
can provoke
provoke excessive,
excessive,costly,
costly,and
andvindictive
vindictivelitigation
litigation tactics. Stop
counsel which
Stop your
your counsel
counsel
from
demonizing
your
opponent
or
opposing
counsel.
While
the
bravado
may
sound
good,
it
from demonizing your opponent
counsel. While the bravado may
expenditure of
of energy,
energy, time
time and
and attorney
attorney fees.
fees. Insist upon
results too often in
in the
the unnecessary
unnecessary expenditure
upon
civility
and
a
respectful
attitude
by
your
counsel
toward
opposing
counsel.
You
should
also
civility and a respectful attitude by your counsel
counsel. You should also
discourage acrimonious
acrimonious letter
letter writing
writing campaigns.
discourage
campaigns.
Developing a professional and
and courteous
courteousrelationship
relationship with
with opposing
opposing counsel
counselwill
will pay
dividends
in
the
long
run.
By
building
these
relationships,
opposing
counsel
can
cooperate
in
dividends in the long run. By building these relationships, opposing counsel can cooperate in
document exchange
exchangethat
thatwill
will avoid costly and wasteful
ways to streamline discovery and document
discovery “wars.”
“wars.” Acrimony
between
opposing
lawyers
not
Acrimony between opposing lawyers notonly
onlyincreases
increasesunnecessary
unnecessary motion
adverse effect
effect on
on opportunities
opportunities for
practice, itit also
also infuriates
infuriates judges
judges and
and has
has an adverse
for settlement
settlement at
at the
the
early
stages.
In
sum,
it
will
increase
the
costs
of
your
case.
early stages. In sum, it will increase the costs of your case.

·

Identify
Inherent In
In The
The Trial
Trial Strategy Adopted And
And Thoroughly
Thoroughly Vet It
Identify The Risks
Risks Inherent
With Your Trial
Trial Counsel.
Counsel.

If
with reliance
If aa limited
limitedtrial
trialtheory
theoryhas
hasbeen
beenadopted,
adopted, there
there may
may be
be risks
risks associated
associated with
reliance on
on
that limited
limited theory.
Trial
counsel
must
clearly
define
and
evaluate
those
risks
with
the
client
theory. Trial counsel must clearly define and evaluate those risks with
client and
before proceeding. The client
and counsel
counsel must be in full
fullagreement
agreement as
as to the
the acknowledged risks
the cost-effectiveness
cost-effectiveness of
of pursuing aa more
more narrow
narrow trial strategy.
and the
strategy. Again,
Again, this
thisisisan
an area
area where
where
client-counsel collaboration
is
key
to
cost-efficiency
and
success.
collaboration is key to cost-efficiency and success.
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·

Consider Alternative
Alternative Fee
For Repetitive or
Fee Arrangements With Your Counsel For
Routine Cases.
Routine
Cases.

While
tend to
to be
be billed
billed on
hourly basis,
While legal
legal services
services for
for the
the more
more complex
complexcases
cases tend
on an
an hourly
basis,
some
companiescontinue
continuetotoexplore
explorenew
newbilling
billing protocols
protocols to
to make
make overall
overall costs
costsof
oflitigation
litigation
some companies
predictable. For certain repetitive, routine cases,
cases,“fixed
“fixed fee”
fee” or
or “flat
“flat rate”
more predictable.
rate” economic
economic
arrangementsmay
maywork
work to
to the
theadvantage
advantageofofthe
theclient
clientand
andthe
thelaw
lawfirm.
firm. In more complex,
arrangements
some form
form of success
premium may
may be
beappropriate
appropriatetotoincentivize
incentivize law
law firms
firms
non-routine matters, some
success premium
to dispose
or
settle
the
cases
early.
In
today’s
economy,
law
firms
are
becoming
more
flexible
dispose or settle the cases early. In today’s economy, law firms are becoming more flexible in
their consideration of alternative forms
forms of
of compensation.
compensation.

·

Obtain
For Proposed
Motions.
Obtain Cost
Cost Estimates
Estimates For
Proposed Substantive
Substantive Motions.

Motion
counsel provide
provide you with
with aa cost
Motion practice
practice can
can be
be expensive.
expensive. Have counsel
cost estimate
estimate for
every
motion
she
or
he
suggests
be
brought,
an
assessment
of
the
overall
“value”
to
every motion she or he suggests be brought, an assessment of the overall “value” to be
be obtained
obtained
from that
chanceof
ofsuccess.
success.You
You will
will he
from
that motion,
motion, and
and the
the percentage
percentage chance
he surprised how many times
this requirement will
will keep
and will
will dissuade
counsel from
from taking
keep the
the trial
trialteam
team on
on course
course and
dissuade counsel
and unproductive
unproductive legal
expensive and
legal detours.
detours.

·

Discourage Efforts
Efforts To
ToSecure
Secure Small Procedural
Procedural Advantages
Advantages Or
Or Perceived
Perceived
Psychological Edges
Through
Motion
Practice.
Edges Through Motion

Be wary when trial
trial counsel
suggeststhat
thatmotions
motionsbe
befiled
filedto
toobtain
obtain“tactical”
“tactical” or
counsel suggests
“procedural”
advantages.
The
advantages
may
be
outweighed
by
the
costs.
Select
your
“procedural” advantages. The advantages may be outweighed by the costs. Select your
carefully. More
have more
more to
to do
do with
with
procedural tools carefully.
More often
often than
than not,
not, the
the proposed
proposed motions may have
ego of the lawyers in battle than with
with any
tangible
benefit
to
the
client
or
the
case.
any tangible benefit to the client or the case.

·

Use
Persons Most
Most Knowledgeable
Knowledgeable Depositions
Depositions To
To Identify
Identify Critical
Use Persons
CriticalSystems
Systems And
And
Witnesses.
Witnesses.

Lots
and duplicative
duplicative
Lots oftime
oftime and
and energycontinue
energycontinue to
to be
be put
put into
into preparing
preparing unnecessary
unnecessary and
written
discovery
responses
and
related
motion
practice.
If
you
need
information
about
potential
written discovery responses and related motion practice. If
need information
witnesses,
files
or
electronic
systems,
it
is
usually
faster
and
less
expensive
to
pursue
this
witnesses, files or electronic systems, it is usually faster and less expensive to pursue this
information through
Most Knowledgeable” provisions of Fed. R. Civ.
Civ.
information
through depositions of “Persons
“Persons Most
P. 30(b)(6), or similar
state
statutes.
Interrogatory
responses
are
often
so
full
of
objections
and
similar state statutes. Interrogatory responses are often so full
qualifications as
qualifications
as to
to be
be without
withoutmuch
muchsubstantive
substantive value.
value. Witnesses’
Witnesses’answers
answers tend
tend to
to be
be more
more
direct
in
their
response
to
the
same
questions
asked
in
interrogatories.
direct in their response to the same questions asked in interrogatories.

·

Ask For The Underlying
Underlying Documents
Documents As Early And Specifically
Specifically As
As Possible.

Documents
Before starting
starting any
Documents tend
tend to
to define
define cases.
cases. Before
any depositions,
depositions, make
make sure
sure you
you have
have
all
case.Documents
Documentswill
will also define your key
all the
the key
key documents
documents central to the case.
key witness
witness
list. Avoid
Avoidasking
asking for
forbroad,
broad, vague,
vague, difficult
difficulttotopin
pindown
downcategories
categories of
of documents
documents or
information. Strategic
for categories
categories of
of documents
documents will
will be
information.
Strategic and
and focused
focused requests
requests for
be more
more
will produce
and which
which you need
need for
for trial.
cost-effective and will
produce documents to which you are entitled and
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·

Identify
And Develop
Develop Written
Written Goals
Goals And
And Strategies
Strategies For
For Their
Their
Identify Key
Key Witnesses
Witnesses And
Depositions.

Don’t
everyone. This
Don’t allow
allowyour
yourcounsel
counsel to
todepose
depose everyone.
This is
is not
not cost-effective.
cost-effective. Key
Keywitnesses
witnesses
should be
be identified
identified and their anticipated role in the trial
Once identified,
identified,
trial of
of the
the case
case defined. Once
strategies should
should be
be developed
developedby
by trial
trial counsel for each
goals and strategies
each key witness. Be
Be selective
selective about
about
who should be deposed
deposedand
andwho
whoshould
shouldconduct
conductthe
theexamination.
examination. Take
Take key
key depositions
depositions with
with
partners. Where appropriate, it is
is more
more cost-effective
cost-effectiveto
tohave
have associates
associates defend depositions of
your
own
witnesses.
your own witnesses.

·

Engaging
Engaging In
InSettlement
Settlement Discussions
Discussions Is
Is Not
Not AA Sign
Sign Of
Of Weakness.
Weakness.

Don't
let anyone
anyonetry
trytotoconvince
convince
that
settlement
discussions
of
Don't let
that
settlement
discussions
are a are
signaofsign
weakness.
The
weakness.
The
overwhelming majority
settle before
before trial.
trial. Revisiting
majorityof
ofcases
cases settle
Revisitingthe
the subject
subject of
of settlement
settlement
frequently
sense. You
You can
always
frequently during
during logical
logicalintervals
intervalsininaacase
casejust
justmakes
makes good
good business
business sense.
can always
walk
walk away
away from
from settlement
settlement discussions if they break down.
Two-track your litigation
discussions. Continue with
with your trial
litigationand
and settlement
settlement discussions.
trial and
and
litigation
litigationstrategy
strategyeven
even while
whilesettlement
settlementdiscussions
discussionsare
are ongoing.
ongoing.Settlement
Settlementdiscussion
discussion can
can be
be aa
with the
distraction and may interfere with
the orderly
orderly development
development of
of your
your trial
trialthemes
themes and
and facts to
support them.
them. Stick
interfere with
with
Stick with
withyour
yourtrial
trialstrategy
strategyand
and don’t
don’tlet
letsettlement
settlement discussions
discussions interfere
progress of
of your case
preparation. Also,
the progress
case preparation.
Also, make
make sure
sure you
you protect
protect all
allsettlement
settlement discussions
discussions as
as
inadmissible
and
confidential
so
they
do
not
become
the
source
of
comment
later
at
trial.
inadmissible and confidential so they do not become the source of comment later at trial.

·

Don't Over-Prepare
for Mediation. It Is Not aa Trial.
Trial.
Over-Prepare for

Some
lawyers prepare
preparefor
for mediations
mediationsas
asififthey
theywere
werepreparing
preparingfor
fortrial.
trial. They
Some lawyers
They marshal
marshal
the
write argumentative
the evidence, write
argumentative summaries,
summaries, and
and prepare
prepare and practice opening and closing
arguments
asifif the
themediator
mediatorwill
will be aa juror
juror who will
will decide
While mediation
arguments as
decide the
the case.
case. While
servesas
asaasurrogate
surrogatetotounsophisticated
unsophisticatedplaintiffs
plaintiffsas
astheir
their“day
“dayin
in Court,”
Court,” more
sometimes serves
more
sophisticated
parties
should
treat
it
merely
as
mediation.
Over-preparing
for
mediation
sophisticated parties should treat it merely as mediation. Over-preparing for mediationcan
can be
be a
waste
of
valuable
time
and
expense
and
a
distraction
from
the
important
task
of
determining
waste of valuable time and expense and a distraction from the important task of determining
business basis
basisupon
uponwhich
which the parties
parties can
can resolve
resolve their
their differences.
whether there
there is aa business

·

Limit
Internal Team
Limit Excessive
Excessive Internal
Team Meetings And Conferencing.

Internal conferencing can be an
an important
important tool for
for lawyers
lawyers and,
and, when used
used properly,
may result in significant
significant value to the client. For
example,
conferencing
may
enable
junior level
For example, conferencing may
aa junior
associateto
towork
work efficiently
efficiently under
associate
under the
the direction
direction and
and supervision
supervision of
of aa senior
senior attorney who
who can
can
identify
the
legal
research
needed
on
a
case
of
narrow
the
scope
of
further
investigation
but
not
identify the legal research needed on a case of narrow the scope of further investigation but not
cost-effectively perform
cost-effectively
performthose
thosetasks
tasks at
at aa higher
higher rate.
rate.
Conferencing,
also be
be an
an activity
activity that
is abused.
Courts, in
in reviewing
reviewing fee
Conferencing, however,
however, can
can also
that is
abused. Courts,
fee
cases
havestated
statedthat
that“Attorneys
“Attorneysshould
shouldwork
workindependently,
independently,without
withoutincessant
incessant‘conferring’
‘conferring’ that
cases have
often forms
formsaamajor
majorpart
part of
of the
the[bill]
[bill] in
so often
in all
allbut
butthe
the tiniest
tiniest cases.”
cases.”
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The
greater the
the number
number of
of lawyers
lawyers and
paralegals on
on the
the “staff”
“staff” of
The greater
and paralegals
ofthe
thecase,
case, the
the more
more
expensive your
your “conferencing”
“conferencing” fees
will be.
expensive
fees will
be. Keep your lawyer’s
lawyer’s trial
trialteam
team small
small and
and
limited.
information to
limited. Encourage
Encourage transmission of case
case information
to those
those on the trial team who “need to
know” by
know”
by e-mail.
e-mail. By
Bykeeping
keeping your
your trial
trial team
team trim,
trim, you
you will
willkeep
keep your
your potential
potential conferencing
conferencing
costs limited.
limited.
costs

Conclusion:
Lean
Lean times require proactive vigilance
vigilance by
bygeneral
general counsel
counsel in
in the
the management
management of active
litigation.
Choose
your
law
firms
and
your
lawyers
well.
Define
your
objectives
litigation. Choose
law firms and your lawyers well. Define your objectivesearly.
early.Place
Place an
an
emphasis on
onputting
putting your
your litigation
litigation objectives
trial lawyers who may
emphasis
objectives in
in the
the hands
hands of experienced
experienced trial
be more
more likely
likely to
to find
findaa more
more direct
direct cost-effective
cost-effectiveapproach
approach to
to getting
getting those
those objectives
accomplished.
accomplished.

Editor’s
Editor’sNote:
Note:Jack
JackPierce
Pierceisis aa senior
senior trial
triallawyer
lawyerand
andthe
the former
former managing
managing partner of
the San
San Francisco
Francisco Office
Office of
of Barger
Barger &
& Wolen
Wolen LLP,
LLP, aa mid-sized
mid-sized national
national law
law firm.
firm.He
Hehas
has been
been
trying
cases
since
1977
and
is
a
nationally
recognized
expert
on
legal
fee
cost
containment,
trying cases since 1977 and is a nationally recognized expert on legal fee cost containment,
litigation management
litigation
management and
and the
the evaluation
evaluation of
of legal
legalfees
fees and
and costs.
costs.

